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Journal Entry – Week 6
Monday--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We did not have any programming or work today due to the holiday.

Tuesday--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Due to the long weekend, there were a lot of things to catch up on. Today, I looked for casework
and handled back up calls. I also was adding signers onto the excel sheet that I was working on
yesterday. While updating the sheet I must target people to send the letter too so we can get more
people signed on. We also had some programming with CHCI, and they were able to bring in
Congressman Veronica Escobar, she gave an introduction about herself, and we were able to ask
questions.

Wednesday--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I was assigned the news dailies today and as always, it makes my days a little busier. Especially
today because I am working on circulating the letter and keeping track of signatures. I also did
have programming with CHCI, and it was more of a social hour because we did not have our
presenter show up.

Thursday--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Since I am having to gather signatures my mailbox gets really jammed with emails. I spent the
morning responding to emails and adding people onto the list. While having to jump on calls and
find casework.

Friday--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Today was busy. This whole week was busy. Since it was Friday, I was wrapping up and
gathering last minute signatures for the letter because it closes today. While gathering the
signatures, I had to answer calls, respond to mail, and listen to voicemails. More recently, I have
been added onto working with another letter, so I had the opportunity to join a meeting with

other staff from different offices that we are working with. As much as I am catching a flow with
the whole internship, it is almost coming to an end. Only four more weeks before it is over.

